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INTRODUCTION
DIGITISING THE KARAGÖZ COLLECTION OF THE INSTITUT INTERNATIONAL DE LA MARIONNETTE

KARAGÖZ AND THE SHADOWENGINE

MEDIA AND PUPPET ARCHAEOLOGIES 

Intangible cultural heritage of the world in the form 
of shadow theatre, living but near forgotten, are 
challenged by the relentless encroachment of the 
digital. 

An aim of the present work is to challenge the 
assumption that digital and traditional—artisanal 
craft and technologies like puppetry—are somehow 
incompatible. Instead, I propose the following: the 
active engagement and convergence of digital and 
traditional forms will yield mutual benefits: each 
challenging the definition and image of the other 
and expanding the sense of what expressive 
digitally augmented puppetry can be. 
 
I present a project that enlivens archival shadow 
puppets from the Karagöz collection of the 
International Institut de la Marionnette (IIM) within 
the ecosystem of a game engine, with extensive 
experiments in modes of interaction, expression 
and control.
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By ‘modes of interaction’ I mean I am looking at digital surrogates for 
puppeteering: digital sensing of touch and gesture with hands and 
fingers, moving objects, and experimental interaction incorporating 
gaze and whole-body motion. I am interested in any senseable
human-computer interaction or input that has a bearing on expres-
sion and can puppeteer animated performance.

The ShadowEngine enables multiple puppeteers to collaborate via a 
network of iPads in pursuit of real-time performance animation.

The imagery or objects manipulated in the ShadowEngine come 
from a variety of contexts of world shadow puppetry and animated 
film.

This appendix to my thesis presents the material digitised from the 
collection of the IIM and sets it within the context of the broader 
project. With the generous support of a research residency and 
grant, I photographed, processed, and 3D modelled the Karagöz 
figures. We can appreciate the static imagery in this document, but 
the intent is to make these figures move and, if the interaction exper-
iments allow, inhabit stories and perform the digital-analogue with 
sensitivity to traditional methods and skill: namely under the expres-
sive control of puppeteers. Additionally, I am interested in digital sto-
rytelling where co-creation and performer/object/audience dancing 
is key: where animated objects express under the control of skilled 
puppeteers and—in the spirit of play and gaming—exhibit emergent 
character and liveliness for an audience.

Chapter 1 presents the creative context of the wider ShadowEngine 
project. Chapters 2, 3 and 4 organise the IIM Karagöz collection into 
Figures, Tasvirs (sets) and Scenes.

NOTES ON THE KARAGÖZ COLLECTION

The IIM hold approximately two-hundred and twenty-two Turkish 
Karagöz shadow figures, props and sets commissioned by 
Margaretta Niculescu and made by the puppet maker J. Çelebi (the 
signature on the figures) for a touring exhibition in 1982. Long since 
in storage, these figures have been carefully photographed and 
processed by Ian Grant to enable them to move again, albeit in 
virtual space. Many of the figures resemble stock Karagöz ‘molds’, 
found in other European collections.

I’m conducting further research on the origin and identification of all 
the figures. This document is produced in aid of that activity and to 
support the work of my doctoral study. Any errata or amendments 
can be reported to the author and will be corrected in later revisions 
of this document.

LINKS TO VIDEO PORTFOLIO

To see the figures in motion, visit Vimeo:

https://vimeo.com/album/4725854/

Thank you to Raphaèle Fleury and the team of the Research Centre 
at the Institut International de la Marionnette, Charleville-Mézières. 
The generous research residency and grant from the IIM made the 
Karagöz documentation project possible.

Ian Grant, June 2017.
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The ShadowEngine is a wide ranging project with the following aims: 

1. To create a digital puppetry tool-kit that can enable real-time control over a simulated shadow theatre environment;
2. To explore a range of shadow puppetry traditions through digital restoration and play;
3. To evaluate the expressive potential of a range of digital interactive methods as forms of puppetry.
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PERFORMANCE ANIMATION
AND THE SHADOWENGINE
Between 2010 and the present, the ShadowEngine has 
had four major iterations exploring different genres of 
shadow play: silhouette animation, traditional shadow 
theatres including, Karagöz (the subject of this 
 documentation) and Wayang Kulit, Galanty shows 
(miniature toy shadow theatre) and original material.

The ShadowEngine is original software created with 
Unity 3D and has explored a variety of interactive ap-
proaches to create real-time animation—with a focus 
on multi-touch puppetry. Numerous iPads can con-
nect to the ShadowEngine and facilitate multi-gestural 
real-time control, by multiple performers, of simple and 
complex figures. 

The project explores current approaches to animation 
in games, where the figures blend user-controlled pup-
peteering with physics simulation and pre-made key-
framed animation.

The main focus of the current research involves the 
quality of movement that can be created with touch. 
The provenance of the objects that are animated is 
also crucial. 

(left) Characters from the galanty show Billy Waters: the London 
Fiddler (c1850).

(right) Karagöz and Hacivat restored in the ShadowEngine.SH
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The Karagöz figures at the IIM provide a rich 
source of material to transform into digital 
playable characters. They are rooted in a 
popular story-telling tradition. The figure 
constructions are varied, from simple two part 
figures to complex multi-jointed creatures. They 
provide a range of challenges in how they can 

be rigged for interactive animation.  Questions 
for the puppeteer are equally relevant for the 
digital designer: how is the figure balanced? 
How is it weighted? How does it fall in repose? 
How is it jointed and with what constraints to 
the movement? Where and how many points of 
control are needed?

“The ShadowEngine is such a creative 
idea! We loved the original use of source 
material and the artistic direction of this 
piece.” 

Sir Tim Berners-Lee, Stephen Fry 
and Will Gompertz (2015)

KARAGÖZ
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Multi-jointed figures display emergent, 
expressive characteristics as the physics forces 
and constraints within the digital simulation 
respond to user touch, object-to-object collision 
and the environment.
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Lotte Reiniger (1899-1981) was a pioneer 
shadow performer, maker of silhouette films and 
stop motion animator. Motivated by a passion 
to fuse the ancient craft of shadow play and the 
(then) new media technologies of photographic, 
cinematic production, Reiniger invented new 
modes of storytelling and expressive motion.

I have digitally re-assembled several of her 
complex multi-jointed silhouette figures. The 
hand is made of eighteen separate shapes, 
bound by filament and weighted with lead (in 
the physical realm). In the ShadowEngine, you 
can animate with touch or map the hand to your 
finger movements.

LOTTE REINIGER
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‘The Fry Chronicles’ project, a contemporary 
galanty show, was a useful test case to 
evaluate how quickly the ShadowEngine could 
be configured to new content and produce 
short vignettes. I re-coded the animation and 
rigging system to cut character creation from 
an average of 4 hours to 15 minutes 

(sometimes less). I am working towards not only 
real-time performance capabilities but also an 
improvisational ‘live coding’ vibe, where content 
can-more-or-less be created and animated on 
the fly. 

Video link: http://yourfry.com/interpretations/the-fry-chroni-
cles-a-gallanty-show

”Shows a real creative flair and a talent for 
storytelling, particularly in the bringing to 
life of all the various references and inspi-
rations. The show was very enjoyable!” 

Sir Tim Berners-Lee, Stephen Fry 
and Will Gompertz (2015)

GALANTY SHOWS
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The ShadowEngine system is built using current 
game technologies and is extensible
—meaning functionality can be added as 
needed. Unity 3D’s rendering and shading 
systems can produce visually rich material, 
augmenting the beautiful simplicity of the 

silhouette with additional effects—expanding 
the possibilities of physics based shadow play. 
I have explored smoke, particles—like sand, 
soft-bodies and fluids.

HYBRID FORMS
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A director has cinematic control over scene 
transitions, captions, fades, lighting effects, 
tinting, scenic frames and gobos, set cutouts, 
perspective effects, depth of field, camera 
movement, blur, motion blur, noise and colour 
modes (greyscale, colour, silhouette, inversion). 

The cinematic effects can be directed from a 
single or multiple iPads—enabling a level of 
co-creation and real-time participation.

CINEMATICS
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The ShadowEngine is designed to support 
improvisational real-time digital storytelling and 
live performance animation. You can combine 
and remix elements from a variety of traditions 
to create new forms of digital shadow play.

IMPROVISATION
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Multitouch control via iPads, networked via the 
Open Sound Control (OSC) protocol, is the 
primary mode of interaction. Each figure’s 
control system is customisable and can be
directly manipulated by mouse, Wacom 
tablets or mapped to other incoming data from 
performer bodies with the Kinect, fingers with 

the Leap Motion or eye and gaze tracking with 
tools made by Tobii or EyeTrbe. Serialising OSC 
data streams enable the system to record 
performance data, for later replay or remixing. 
Recording touch data streams is an 
experimental feature that requires further 
development.

MULTITOUCH
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Billy Waters, the London Fiddler is a galanty 
show—a miniature, cut-out silhouette theatre 
game—suggested for digital restoration by 
Professor Matthew Cohen from Royal Holloway 
University, London. The effort helped developed 
the feature-set and capabilities of the 
ShadowEngine in performance. 

The characters and sets were reconstructed, 
via digital painting, from a poor scan of a 
damaged one-penny galanty play-script, 
published by H.G. Clarke and Sons (c1850) and 
held in the State Library of Victoria, Australia. 
We see the characters move for the first time in 
150 years.

DIGITAL
RESTORATION
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Karagöz is the protagonist. He appears in many guises, 
wearing a variety of costumes with numerous roles. 
With ‘black eyes’, that gave him his name in Turkish, a 
hunchback, hidden baldness and big chin, he is often 
portrayed as the fool who gains power. Of the lower-
classes, most of his efforts involve gaining advantage
over his fellows, seeking wealth, status, interesting 
jobs, beautiful wives and favour. He tends to fail and 
return to his low status without reward.
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[000] Karagöz.

Five parts. Jointed at the knees, waist, 
shoulder and elbow of one arm.

Control point on shoulder and wrist.

[001] Karagöz the Dandy.

 

[002] Karagöz as a woman.

Three parts. The arm is jointed at the 
elbow. The upper and lower body are 
jointed at the shoulder, like some of the 
Zenne figures, allowing a gentle movement 
to the cloak. Two control rods.
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[003] Karagöz the Vagrant.

Five parts. Jointed at the knees, waist, shoulder 
and elbow.

Control rod at the shoulder.

[004] Karagöz the Ass.

Two parts. Jointed at the neck.

Single control point on the neck.
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HACIVAT
A man of many names, Hacivat is the main sparring part-
ner, sometimes friend of Karagöz - always arguing and 
taking an aloof and knowing attitude. Often thought of as 
a ‘smart-ass’, or by some intelligent and morally upright. 
Despite their arguments he frequently helps ‘save the 
day’ for Karagöz.
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[005] Hacivat.

He commonly wears green but is known to 

wear other costumes, transform and cross-

dress. See Hacivat the woman, the goat, 

naked and the steward.

[006] Hacivat (variation).

Four parts. Jointed at the knees and waist. 

Unlike Karagöz, Hacivat has no moving arm.

[007] Hacivat the Goat.

Two parts.
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WOMEN IN KARAGÖZ
Zenne is the name given to women in Karagöz Theater. 
They can be of all ages. They are negatively 
represented and mocked as simple minded, 
quarrelsome, unfaithful and talkative. They are either free 
women, courtesans or prostitutes. Both female and male 
characters are from a range of ethnic and 
religious groups - Africans, Arabs, Persians, Albanians, 
and Jews. Often, they are stereotyped and presented 
with a prejudiced perspective:

“Overall, the Turkish performance presents an 
intensely negative portrait of women. Through the 
free woman or the courtesan, women are humiliated 
and repudiated by men”

MYRSIADES, L. S. & MYRSIADES, K. 1992. Karagiozis: culture & 
comedy in Greek puppet theater, Lexington, University Press of 
Kentucky.
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[008] Mother with children.

Two part figure. Hinged at neck.

Single control rod.

[009] Merchant woman.

Two part figure. Single control rod.

[010] Dancer.

Four part figure. Jointed at belly and 
elbows.

Two rods attached on each fore-arm.
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[011] African.

Four part figure. Jointed at waist and knees. 

[012] Zenne (Lady).

Two part figure. Hinged at centre. Small 
movements accentuate the cloak.

[013] Pregnant Woman.

Two part figure. Hinged at centre.

Shoulder rod.
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[014] Musician - Woman. 

Two part figure. Hinged at centre.

Off-centre rod. 

Instrument concealed.

[015] A Pregnant Bride. [016] Zenne (Lady). 
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[017] Zenne (Lady).

Resembles Sadar, the bewitched lady.

Two part figure. Jointed at shoulder.

Single control rod.

[018] Woman with pipe. [019] Zenne (Lady).
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[020] African woman. [021] Veiled woman. [022] Çengi (dancer). 

Çengi is the term given to dancers in the 
Karagöz Theater. They serve mainly to 
conclude the show with a lively dance.
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[023] Transforming Woman / Donkey. 

Revolving double ended head: part woman, 
part donkey. Two part figure. 

Single control rod.
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[027] Woman with umbrella and small bag. [028] African woman with large bag. [029] Çengi (dancer).
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[030] African woman. [031] Woman (Zenne). [032] Çengi (dancer).
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[033] Veiled woman. [034] Veiled woman. [035] Old woman.
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[036] Veiled woman. [037] Veiled woman. 

Resembles Sauli Natir, the big washer.

[038] Veiled woman.
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[039] Çengi (dancer).

Four part figure, possible six.

Jointed at the knees and waist. Single central 
control rod.

Option joints on upper legs to skirt.

[040] Zenne. [041] Old woman.
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[042] Veiled woman.

Two parts. Joint at shoulder.

Single rod at shoulder.

[043] Woman (musician). [044] Pregnant woman.
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[045] African woman. [046] Woman (ornate).

Two parts. Joint at neck.

[047] Androgynous figure, 

with sword.
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[048] Murderous woman.  [49] Belly dancer (Çengi).

Four parts. Joints at elbows and waist.

Two control rods on forearms.
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MEN
Traditional Karagöz stories are populated with stock 
character types, representing a wide range of social 
classes, occupations, deviants, and ethnicities: 
including, the Opium Addict (Tiryaki), the Womanizer 
(Çelebi), the Drunkard (Tuzsuz Deli Bekir) and the 
Greek, Jew, Albanian, African and Arab. A group of 
characters, known as ‘taklits’ are roles rich in ‘comic val-
ue’: characters ranging from professionals, 
provincials, short people, slow people, stammerers, 
the mentally ill, foreigners to the village ‘idiot’.
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[049] Pair of men, with weapons.

Seven parts. Jointed at the knees and waist.

Single control rod at the centre.

[050] Matiz, the drunk. [051] Male figure.
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[052] Karagöz, in costume. [053] Male figure, with sword. [054] Çelebi (The Gentleman).
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[055] Karagöz, in costume. [056] Tiryaki (The Addict). [057] Gentleman.
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[058] Gentleman with a cane. [059] Karagöz, in costume as cook. [060] Gentleman.
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[061] Gentleman. [062] Sage. [063] Dandy.

Four parts. 

Jointed at knees and waist.
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[064] Gentleman. [065] Lamp-lighter. Steward. Night-watchman.

Two parts,

[066] Karagöz’s son.

Six parts. Removable hat. 

Jointed at knees, waist, arm.

Control rods on arm and shoulder.
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[067] Tuzsuz Deli Bekir. [068] Male swimmer. [069] Male swimmer.
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[070] Beberuhi. [071] A Wrestler. [072] Male swimmer.
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[073] Male figure. [074] Musician. Drummer.

Resembles Karagöz.

[075] Hasan the Troubadour.
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[076] Male figure. [077] Male figure, with weapons. [078] Male figure, with weapons.
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[079] Male figure, with drink. [080] Male figure, short. [081] Male figure.
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[082] Male figure. [083] Drunkard. [084] Drunkard.
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[085] African gentleman. [086] Gentleman. [087] Drunkard.
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[088] Karagöz as a vagrant. [089] Male figure. [090] Male figure.
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[091] Dandy. [092] Male figure, with shovel. [093] Male figure. Dandy.
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[094] Gentleman. [095] Karagöz, in costume. [096] Male figure.
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[097] Male figure. [098] Sünnetçi (Circumciser). [099] Dandy, with cane.
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[100] Beggar. [101]  Beberuhi

Three parts.

Hinged at the knees.

Control rod fixed on the shoulder.

[102] Male figure.
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[103] Male figure. [104] Male figure. [105] Male figure, in chains.
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[106] Karagöz in rags. [107] Male figure, in rags. [108] Drunk.
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[109] Gentleman with stick. [110] Musician. [111] Musician.
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[112] Musician. [113] Kayserili Âşık (Minstrel from Kayseri) [114] Kayserili Âşık (Minstrel from Kayseri) 
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[115] Kayserili Âşık (Minstrel from Kayseri). 
Resembles Karagöz.

[116] Çelebi. Gentleman with stick. [117] Boy (Son of Hacivat).
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[118] Young lover. [119] Boy (Son of Karagöz). [120] Young lover.
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[121] Male figure. [122] Male figure, carrying load. [123] Çelebi. The Gentleman. 
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[124] Firemen carrying a water pump. [125] Male figure.
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[126] House steward. [127] Male figure, with sword. [128] Karagöz as a dandy.

Seven parts. Removable hat. 

Jointed lower and upper arm.

Joints at waist and knees.

Single control rod at the rear shoulder.
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[129] Male figures forcing gentleman to drink.

Fourteen parts. Each figure jointed at knees and waist. Victim’s arm 
jointed at elbow. Aggressor’s arm jointed at shoulder.

" [130] Male figure.
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[131] Male Figure. Dandy. [132] Male Figure. [133] Male Figure.
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[134] Young turk, with cane.

Two parts. Jointed at waist. 

Single rod at shoulder.

[135] Wrestlers. 
(Rumelian wrestlers) 

Single piece.

No control rod.
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[136] Köçeks (Male dancers).

Jointed at the knees.

Seven parts. One central control rod.

[137] Matiz. Drunk with dagger.

Four parts. Jointed at knees and waist.

Control rod positioned under arm.

[138] Male figure.
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[139] Dandy. Young man.

Two parts.

Jointed at neck.

[140] The Addict. [141] Çelebi, or The Gentleman
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[142] Male figure. [143] Dandy, young man.

Two parts.

Jointed at neck.

[144] Male figure. 
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[145] Male figure. [146] Armed drunk, with axe.

Three parts. Joints at waist and arm. 

Control point on shoulder.

[147] Gentleman.
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[148] Angry Sailor.

Five parts. Joints at knees, waist and 
elbow.

Control points on arm and shoulder.

[149] Male figure. [150] Karagöz as a woman or Neighbour

Jointed at waist and upper arm.

Control rod at shoulder.
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[151] Man with cane. [152] Man with cane. [153] Karagöz as a woman.

Three parts. 

Body jointed at shoulder and upper arm.

Control rod at shoulder.
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[154] Çelebi (The Gentleman).

Two parts. Jointed at neck.

[155] Dangerous man.

Five parts. Jointed at knees, waist, arm with 
dagger.

Two control rods: lower arm and shoulder on 
upper body, The out-turned foot connotes 
deformed joints.

[156] Trousseau bearer / Trader.

Single piece. Carrying candles 

or kebabs.
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[157] Male figure. [158] Male figure. [159] Small people, with drinks.

Seven parts. Joints at knees.

Central control rod.
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[160] Turkish man. [161] Musicians in the forest.

Single piece.
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[162] (Above) Violent drunk / braggart.

[163] (Left) Turk or Baba Himmet.

A woodcutter. Jointed at neck, waist and 
knees. Control rod on neck. 

The largest of the Karagöz figures.

[164] Dandy, with flowers.

Two parts. Jointed at neck.

Control rod on neck.
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[165] Dandy, with flowers.

Two parts. Jointed at neck.

Control rod on neck.

[166] Laz from the Black Sea.

Two parts. Jointed at the waist.

[167] Male figure.
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[168] Jewish man.

Two parts, joint at waist.

[169] Drunkard.

Four parts. Jointed at knees and waist.

Central control rod.

[170] Çelebi (Gentleman).

Two parts, jointed at waist.
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[180] Tiryaki (the Addict).

Three parts. Joint at waist and arm.

Control point on the shoulder.

[190] Karagöz, disguised as musician.

Two parts. Jointed at waist.

Control rod. Upper, central body.

[191] Bebe Ruhi. Small drunk.

Three parts. Joints at knees.
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[192] Gentleman on horse.

Three parts.

Joints at neck and waist.

Control rod on neck.

[193] Gentleman on horse. [194] Gentleman on horse.
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CREATURES
Creatures appear in Karagöz as animals, 
metamorphosed people, supernatural beings and 
insects.
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[195] Bird.

Nine parts.

Joints in neck chain, knees and upper leg.

Central rod.

[196] Horse.

Two parts. He can snap in half.

Hinge joint in the middle.

Control rod central/rear.
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[197] Câzu (Witch) and young.

Single piece. 

Central rod.

[198] Devil / Imp.

Two pieces. 

Rod mount on wing.

[199] Djinn (Genie).

Single piece. 

Central rod.
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[200] Bee / Wasp.

Single piece. 

Central rod.

[201] Dog.

Single piece.

Central rod.

[202] Serpent.

Seven pieces, linked in a chain. 

Single rod on head piece.
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[203] Hacivat the Goat.

Two pieces. Jointed at the neck.

Control rod on neck.

[204] Double-headed donkey woman.

Two pieces. Rotating head piece transforms 
from woman to donkey.

Control rod on the neck.

[205] Boy as goat (Hacivat’s son).

Two pieces. Jointed at the neck.

Control rod on neck.
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[206] Horse boy (Karagöz’s son).

Two pieces. Jointed at the neck.

Control rod on neck.

[207] Karagöz as a horse.

Two pieces. Jointed at the neck.

Control rod on neck.
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[208] Horse.

Single piece.

Single central rod.

[209] Horse.

Two pieces. 

Central hinge joint.

Single rod on rear piece, middle.
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 3 The term ‘tasvir’ is used in relation to objects that are motionless, 

though some are partially animatable. The kinds of objects are 
diverse. Some are most significant in the dramaturgy and represent 
more than set-dressing: the houses, for example, are symbols of 
class and social standing. Others are more straight-forward stage 
properties.
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SETS: BUILDINGS AND KIOSKS
A kiosk or köşk is a noun in Turkish and refers to an 
wooden mansion, ornate but smaller than a palace, or a 
garden pavilion. There are a variety of shops, stalls, 
palaces, Turkish baths and houses in the collection.
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[210] Coffee kiosk.

Single piece.

[211] Turkish Bath / Hamam.

Three main parts. Hinged.

Hinged door.
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[212] Beautiful gated garden.

Three pieces.

Hinged gate.
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[213] Portico. The Asylum.

Decoration of portico with columns and 
domes in three parts, which are jointed.
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[214] Wearable kiosk.
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[215] House. [216] Shop.
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RE NATURE
Scenic elements of forests and trees.
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[216] Musicians perform in a forest.

Single piece.
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[217] Forest and hill-side.

Single piece.
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[218] Fountain and tree.

Single piece.
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S BOATS
The boats and their accompanying figures, represent a 
neat way to control multiple characters at once and 
enable epic journeys. 
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[219] Musicians in a rowing boat.

Three pieces. The conductor and oars-man are hinged to the boat, allowing a 
rocking motion.

Two control rods.
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[220] Zenne in a boat with oars-men.

The boat has three parts, including the top half of the oars-men. They 
are hinged at the bottom and have central control rod points. Zenne is 
a whole figure (in two parts) temporarily slipped into a strip, fastening 
her onto the boat.
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[221] Boat with two women and an oars-man.

Four pieces. The half-figures are hinged at the bottom to the 
boat. Unlike [220] Zenne is fixed to the boat. The figures can 
rock in contra-motion to the boat.

Two control rods.
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[222] Traveling case.

One piece.
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[223] Clay pot.

One piece.

[224] Traveling case.

One piece.
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The 2006 Institut International de la Marionnette Karagöz 
exhibition collected multiple sets of figures and presented 
them grouped in popular scenarios (sometimes called 
‘templates’). The following sections group the figures as 
presented in the sets found in the archive and, where 
available, accompanied by text describing the stories and 
characters. 
Where there were no records, I indicate likely scenarios and 
actions inferred from the characters and tasvirs present. 
The question as to whether there is a ‘standard’ repertoire of 
this oral, improvised tradition is a subject of academic 
discussion. Karagöz plays when written down are known as 
‘dead’ as they were normally dictated without an audience pres-
ent. When traditional Karagöz met modernisation in the Turkish 
Republic (1923-1945), players were ‘invited’ by the Republic 
regime to transform Karagöz from being satirical, mocking and 
highly sexualised, into a scripted, educational, family entertain-
ment: like a Turkish ‘Mickey Mouse’. Lowness, bite and cruelty 
transfromed into “childish vacuity and meaningless farce”, with 
crudity banished and improvised performances monitored 
and banned (Öztürk, 2006). 

Further reading 
ÖZTÜRK, S. 2006. Karagöz Co-Opted: Turkish Shadow Theatre of the 
Early Republic (1923-1945). Asian Theatre Journal, 23, 292-313.

AND, M. 1975. Karagöz : Turkish shadow theatre, Ankara, Turkey, 
Dost Yayinlari.
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THE GARDEN
Çelebi entrusts Hacivat with the care of his garden. Hacivat turns it 
into a pleasure garden, and charges classy people to come in.
Karagöz, fed up with being excluded from the garden, disguises 
himself as a musician and mingles with a crowd in order to sneak in. 
Hacivat catches Karagöz and bans him. Matiz comes and closes 
the garden down for not having an entertainment license.

Further reading
AND, M. 1975. Karagöz: Turkish shadow theatre, 
Ankara, Turkey, Dost Yayinlari.

[There are no IIM exhibition notes for this scene]
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THE PUBLIC BATHS
A few variations of the public baths story exist. For the lesbian rivals 
version, see page 121, below.

Karagöz and Hacivat go to an underground hammam. The owner 
requires all bathers to bring everything they need for a bathe—
everything including water. The owner also requests them to bring 
weapons, because, unknown to Karagöz and Hacivat, the 
bathhouse is over-run by robbers. 

[There are no IIM exhibition notes for this scene] 
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THE PUBLIC BATHS (VARIATION)
 

This scene is titled ‘The Public Baths’ in the IIM collection, but has 
no descriptive text. One variant of the story involves quarrelsome 
lesbians, who run rival baths houses. 

Çelebi, the dandy, inherits two bath houses, each run by a lesbian. 
The women get offended and leave. Çelebi needs them back to run 
the baths and asks Hacivat to help. Jealous that his friend is 
chummy with Çelebi, Karagöz gets involved. After leering at his wife 
through the window of the bath-house, he accidentally sets the 
place on fire and burns his beard. Sadly, Karagöz’s spice shop is 
opposite the baths and he begins to lose custom.

[There are no IIM exhibition notes for this scene] 
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THE FOREST
Karagöz runs an outdoor coffee house and unwittingly gets involved 
with a gang of highway-men and several robberies. But eventually 
gets caught.  

[There are no IIM exhibition notes for this scene] 
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THE BLOODY POPLAR
This scene tells the story of a bewitch tree, "the bloody poplar". 

Hasan, the troubadour, and his son Muslu spend a day under the 

tree. To punish him for disobeying his father, a djinn (genie) takes 

away the child. However, the genie cannot resist the lament that the 

troubadour sings and eventually returns the child. They leave.

Enter Hacivat and Karagöz, who do not appreciate the magic 

poplar. Hacivat advises Karagöz to continue his way without 

stopping near tree. Then, a serpent springs from the tree. Karagöz 

immediately runs and fetches a stork perched on his roof, to make it 

fight the snake. At the end of the fight, the stork flies away taking the 
snake in its beak.

The genie captures Karagöz because he has injured the tree. 

Karagöz reappears with deformed feet and hands. Seeing this, 

Hacivat pleads with the genie to spare his comrade, but to no avail. 

The genie reserves the same fate for Hacivat, who returns with feet 

and hands like Karagöz. The two companions regret their conduct, 

and Hacivat begs the genie to restore their appearance. The genie 

finally accepts, and everything returns to normal.

Karagöz remains angry. He hastens a nervous fellow into his house 

and asks him to cut down the bewitched tree so that it can no longer 

cause harm. The ‘volunteer’ is caught by two guards who pursue 

him and beat him with sticks. They parade him through the streets at 

the end of a rope, tied to his neck. He finally escapes. The show 
ends in music and a dancer. 

[Translated from the IIM exhibition notes]
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TIMARHANE (THE MADHOUSE)
Karagöz is showing signs of madness, after hanging around with 

escapees from the asylum, so Hacivat locks him in chains in 

commits him in Bedlam. Karagöz is mocked and fed absurdly 

named drugs to help him. The doctors (variously portrayed with a 

Greek or Italian character) are indiscernible from the other patients. 

Eventually, Hacivat takes pity on Karagöz and saves him from the 

madhouse.  

[There are no IIM exhibition notes for this scene]
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THE WITCHES 

The respective son and daughter of two witches, Nakkare Cazu and 

Meymene Banu, are in love with each other. When the two lovers 

meet after a short separation, the young man justifies his absence 
by saying he was busy with work. The girl refuses to believe him and 
insults him. She complains to her mother, a witch, who disfigures the 
young man. The girl then regrets this situation and asks her mother 

to return to her beloved her true face. It was then the turn of the 
young man to ask his mother to punish the girl by giving her a 
donkey's head. He also regrets his anger, and asks his mother to 

return the girl her true face.

The two lovers reconcile but decide to take revenge on Karagöz, 
who mocked them when the witches had cast face transforming 

spells on them. Thus Meymene Banu, the mother of the girl, 

transforms Karagöz into an ass; Then Hacivat, though innocent, is 
transformed into a goat. The respective sons of Karagöz and 
Hacivat are transformed into a donkey and a goat. Thanks to the 

pleas of Hacivat, all the protagonists regain their normal 

appearance.

The dancer enters the scene and the story ends in gaiety. 

[Translated from the IIM exhibition notes]
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THE POETS
This piece is also entitled "the Troubadours", "Karagöz troubadour" or 

"Karagöz joins the troubadours".

Mr. Zater, passionate about poetry, regularly organizes poetic 

jousting. He asked Hacivat to organize the new contest, and to find 
someone who could compete with the invited poets and singers. 

Hacivat immediately thinks of Karagöz. To resemble a troubadour, 

Karagöz disguises himself with old sheets and bags, makes a saz 

(wooden lute with long handle and pear-shaped resonance box) 

with a frying pan, a spoon and ropes, then—according to tradition—

a nickname: Troubadour Gelber.

The insignia of the profession are suspended at the top of the white 

curtain: belt of cloth, pistol, saz, book of prayers.

The famous troubadour Hasan is sure to defeat this unknown and 

unfolds all his talent. Then come the troubadours Kimyoni, Beberuhi 

and Kabakçi, Arap who can not help laughing at the replicas of 

Karagöz. Thanks to his comic talent, he finally won the contest and 
won the prize.

A dancer enters the scene and everything ends in gaiety. 

[Translated from the IIM exhibition notes]
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[Translated from the IIM exhibition notes]

THE FOUNTAIN OF KÜTAHYA
According to the wife of Hacivat, Karagöz's wife has little virtue, so 

she decides to stop visiting. Hacivat told Karagöz, who replied: 
"Instead of looking after my wife, you better watch yours and 
your daughter."

Karagöz consults the local people to find out more. He 
questioned the cafe-maker Haci Kandil, the grocer 
Mayisoglu, the bread-dealer, a young man. But he gets very 
evasive answers. As for the drunkard Tuzsuz Deli Bekir, he 
says: "What you do not see with your eye, what you do not 

hear with your ear, do not believe, Karagöz".

Karagöz takes this advice and goes home and announces to his 
wife that he will travel to Inegöl to get some frogs to sell and make 

a little money. Once out of the house, he hides behind the fountain of 
Kütahya, right in front of his house. Soon, a young man arrives, 
greeted kindly by Karagöz’s wife. She explains that her husband is 
away for a long time and that they ‘would be very happy’. While they 
are busy drinking, eating and entertaining, Karagöz enters the 
house and surprises them. Distraught, the young man hides in a jar. 
Karagöz fills the jar with water at the fountain. At the same time, the 
daughter of Hacivat has a secret rendezvous with her lover whom 
she persuades to hide in a trunk.

After hauling them out of the jar and trunk, Hacivat and Karagöz 
warn the two young people off. Karagöz concludes by saying to 
Hacivat: "Do not laugh at your neighbor, it could happen to you."

The show ends in music and dances.
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THE GROCERY STORE
Mr. Dilaver owns a few properties: he wants to rent a house and a 

shop. He addresses Hadjivat so that he can help him find clients.

Mayisoglu, the grocer, moved into the shop and engaged Karagöz 

as a clerk. He teaches him to mark-up for profit while the porters 
leave to deliver various goods.

Ms. Camalifer and her servant want to move and meet Hadjivat to 

help them find a new home. The latter offers them his empty 
house which suits them perfectly. They settle there.

Madame Camalifer's maid then left to make some 

purchases at the grocery store. She then talks with 

Karagöz, and takes away all the shopping but forgets to 

settle the bill. Karagöz noticed this and follows to Madame 

Camalifer's house seeking payment for the order. Arriving, 

he hears music and laughter, and manages to get invited 

in.

Drunken and cheerful, Karagöz dances and inevitably 

overturns the brazier. The fire spreads immediately 
throughout the house to the grocery store— both are made 

of wood. In the general panic, Karagöz jumps out of the 

window to escape the flames and falls precisely on the fire 
pump of the firemen.

The dancer enters the scene and the story ends in gaiety.

[Translated from the IIM exhibition notes] 
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THE BOATS
This scene is also called the Excursion to Kagithane.

Hacivat and Karagöz are out of work and 

spend most of their time chatting. In their 

respective homes, tension mounts and 

they are both kicked out by their irritated 

wives.

Hacivat owns a boat that they 

repair together. They agree with 

the person in charge of the pier 

that they can cross the 

Bosphorus. Several customers 

are interested in crossing in their 

boat: a sleepy old man, a grocer, a 

young man called Solomon, a young 

woman pursued by an armed drunk...

At each crossing, Hacivat and Karagöz collide with a sailboat 

unleashing the anger of the sailor (a native of the Black Sea) who 

shoots them with a rifle.

Through these crossings, the two finally earn a lot of money, and 
return home where they reconcile with their respective wives.

The passengers parade on the stage singing, followed by a boat of 

musicians.

[Translated from the IIM exhibition notes]
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THE BRIDE GAME

‘The Bride Game’ or ‘The False Bride’ is a well known ‘Karagöz 

game’ - a scenario for improvisation with basic story elements, 

around sexuality and cheating, used as a basis for topical and 

obscene humour.

The skit is also known as ‘the Converse Marriage’ or ‘Marriage 

against nature’. 

The key elements involve Karagöz cross-dressing and appearing as 

a not so eligible bride to the Hacivat often gets involved as the 

mother of Karagöz. In some scenarios they conspire after a dowry or 

some financial gain.

Smith (2004) discusses the occurrence of lesbianism, 

hermaphrodites, and multiple marriages in ‘the Bride Game’, and 

similar stories. In the pre-Republic period, Karagöz often presented 

transgressive sexuality beyond the norms of typical Islamic Turkish 

society.

Further reading

SMITH, J. 2004. Karagoz and Hacivat: Projections of Subversion and 

Conformance. Asian Theatre Journal, 21, 187-193.

[There are no IIM exhibition notes for this scene]
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THE OPIUM ADDICT
This scene is untitled in the IIM collection and has no accompanying 

notes. Like other improvised forms, Karagöz stories are loosely 

assembled and can be varied according to the available characters.

With the large urn, these figures could tell the ‘Pleasure Trip to 
Yalova’, where several people are hidden in an urn to avoid paying 

the fare to the Spa in Yalova.

Alternatively, it could involve the ‘The Opium Addict’, where 
Karagöz, while drunk, beats two high opium users. The character 

set includes Tiryaki, dancers, and drunks. 

Further Reading
AND, M. 1975. Karagöz : Turkish shadow theatre, Ankara, Turkey, 

Dost Yayinlari.

[There are no IIM exhibition notes for this scene]
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KARAGÖZ THE WRESTLER
A dying father, on his death-bed, makes it a condition that any future 
son-in-law has to be able to beat his daughter in an arm-wrestle. His 
daughter is exceedingly strong. Many try, but all are defeated. 
Except Karagöz. He ‘bends her arm’ but her mother sets another 
condition: he must now prove himself unbeatable by any other 
wrestler. 

The donkey resembles the figure central to the story ‘The Coffee 
Grinders’. At the same time Karagöz and Hacivat ride a poor donkey 
who splits in two. They find a donkey fixer, an expert in mending 
donkeys, who unfortunately attaches one end the wrong way up. 

Further reading

GASSNER, J. & QUINN, E. 1970. The Reader's Encyclopedia of World Drama, 
London, Methuen & Co Ltd.

AND, M. 1975. Karagöz : Turkish shadow theatre, Ankara, Turkey, Dost 
Yayinlari.

[There are no IIM exhibition notes for this scene]
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THE CIRCUMCISION
There is no descriptive text for this scene, but as the Circumcisor is 
present, it could be ‘The Circumcision’. Karagöz is tricked into being 
circumcised. A festival of dance, song and clowning is organised to 
distract him while he lays in bed recovering. The woodcutter, with an 
axe, sometimes appears in ‘The Circumcision’ and offers to perform 
the operation.

Further reading

GASSNER, J. & QUINN, E. 1970. ‘Turkey’ in The Reader's Encyclopedia of 
World Drama, London, Methuen & Co Ltd.

[There are no IIM exhibition notes for this scene] 
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THE BEGGARS

There is no descriptive text for this scene, but from the appearance 
of Karagöz dressed in rags, this could represent the story ‘The 
Beggars’. 

[There are no IIM exhibition notes for this scene] 
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UNTITLED SCENE
There is no descriptive text for this scene, but a giant urn is used in 

the story ‘The Pleasure Trip to Yalova’ (see ‘The Opium Addict’, 

above). The multi-person figure seems engaged in forced drinking 
or poisoning.

[There are no IIM exhibition notes for this scene] 
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UNTITLED SCENE
The tallest of all Karagöz figures, known as Turk or Baba Himmet, 
the Woodcutter, appears in this set of characters. As do several 
stock characters, dandies, drunkards, musicians and dancers. 

[There are no IIM exhibition notes for this scene] 
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UNTITLED SCENE

[There are no IIM exhibition notes for this scene] 
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UNTITLED SCENE
[There are no IIM exhibition notes for this scene] 
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The Karagöz collection held at the International Institut de la Marionnette, 
Charleville-Mézières, was photographed and post-processed by the author, 
Ian Grant.

B-12. Reiniger’s  Hand:    REINIGER, L. 1970. Shadow theatres and 
	 	 	 	 shadow	films, London, Batsford.
B-13. Reiniger Figure:   CURRELL, D. 2007. Shadow puppets & 
    shadow play, Ramsbury, Crowood.
B-7. Sun:    YAYANNOS, A., YAYANNOS, A. & DINGLI,  
    J. 1976. The World of Karaghiozis (Figures):  

    From the collection of the puppet-player 
    Thanassis  Spyropoulos, Athens, Athena.

B-11. Shirin’s Kiosk:    ORAL, Ü. 2009. Turkish Shadow Play: 
		 	 	 Karagöz, Ankara, Republic Of Turkey 
   Ministry Of Culture And Tourism Publications.
B-8, B-19. Billy Waters ANON 1850c. Billy	Waters,	The	
		 	 	 London	Fiddler:	A	laughable	farce,	
    in one act: Adapted for representation 
    in The Galanty Show. Series: The 
   Galanty Showman. No. 18. Covent 
   Garden, London, H. G. Clarke and Co.
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